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One of the world leaders in seafood, Royal Greenland A/S has been serving up fish 
from the Arctic Ocean for more than 200 years. The hard work and perseverance of 
independent fishermen are critical to Royal Greenland’s operations – and the company is 
committed to maintaining a sustainable business model that prioritizes the prosperity and 
well-being of local fishing communities. But the company’s catch registration process was 
difficult and time-consuming – requiring fishermen to fill out paperwork in the freezing cold 
and walk long distances to procurement offices to turn it in. On top of that, every purchase 
order then needed to be manually keyed into back-end ERP systems.

Royal Greenland knew it needed mobile apps to make the process simpler for 
everyone. Plus, going digital would help gather all the data needed to provide the product 
transparency customers demand and offer fishermen better prices in return.

Royal Greenland: Supporting 
Sustainable Fishing from Sea to 
Fishermen to Table



Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Offer simple digital tools to ease procurement and support local fishermen and their communities
• Digitalize the catch registration process to more easily capture the data needed to fulfill legal and 

customer quality control and product-traceability requirements
• Eliminate paper-based, error-prone processes that make it difficult to determine staff levels for 

procurement centers and require procurement teams to manually key in procurement data 

Why SAP and Trifork Smart Enterprise A/S
• Co-innovation and collaboration with SAP AppHaus Network member, Trifork, to explore and develop 

intuitive apps using SAP® Extension Suite and SAP BTP SDK for iOS, both part of SAP BTP
• Ease of integration between the apps, SAP HANA®, the SAP ERP application, and the SAP Integrated 

Business Planning for Supply Chain solution for a completely digitalized process
• Trifork’s expertise and design thinking approach to creating consumer-grade apps using SAP BTP

After: Value-Driven Results
• Ability for fishermen to quickly submit catch data with a simple, consumer-grade mobile app
• Digitalization of data that used to be submitted on paper, improving the documentation of goods, 

reducing the risk of error and noncompliance, and helping fishermen get the best price
• Optimized catch registration process and better allocation of procurement staff to handle incoming 

loads, helping speed time to market
• Simplified accounting and tax review for fishermen and the company
• Stronger market position and a competitive advantage among the region’s fishermen

Strengthening Relationships with Local Fishermen Using 
Solutions from SAP® Business Technology Platform (SAP BTP) 

“With these groundbreaking apps built using 
SAP Business Technology Platform, we are 
strengthening our supplier loyalty, optimizing internal 
processes, and helping local fishermen document 
that they have fulfilled the sustainability requirements 
that allow them to obtain higher prices for their 
catch.”
Lars Bo Hassinggaard, Corporate IT Manager, Royal Greenland A/S

Royal Greenland A/S
Nuuk, Greenland
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Royal Greenland A/S is committed to supporting the fishing communities in which it 
operates. To help local fishermen register their catch and maximize on the financial 
benefits of Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certification, Royal Greenland worked with 
Trifork Smart Enterprise A/S to develop three apps that would digitalize and streamline 
paper-based catch registration, data logging, and approvals. 

The apps were built using SAP® Extension Suite running on SAP Business Technology 
Platform (SAP BTP). The first is a native iPhone app fishermen can use to quickly and 
digitally submit their catch data and legally required signatures. It also validates licenses 
for specific species. A second native iPad app allows staff at procurement stations to 
enter additional information – including texture, quality, temperature, and weight – that is 
required for MSC certification. The third Web-based app then allows back-office staff to 
approve the procurements made.

Royal Greenland has defined a number of additional scenarios for development. 
Scenarios include building an e-commerce platform for buying fishing equipment, using 
apps to help authorities find boats that are lost at sea, and providing fishermen with a total 
overview of their finances, as well as tools to help them set budgets and build savings.

Using Technology to Make Local, Independent 
Fishing More Efficient and Profitable 

Access for fishermen –
online or offline

Hours of training 
required for 
fishermen

Zero

“Within a few days of launching our new app, we 
had fishermen asking for access. This is the 
ultimate proof that we have created a solution that 
adds true value to our end users. With help 
from SAP and Trifork, we are helping boost 
fishermen income as well as our bottom line.”
Lars Bo Hassinggaard, Corporate IT Manager, Royal Greenland 
A/S

Anywhere



Building Intuitive Apps for Fishermen and 
Procurement Teams with SAP® BTP
Leveraging SAP® Extension Suite, part of 
SAP Business Technology Platform (SAP BTP), 
Royal Greenland A/S developed both native 
mobile and Web apps. For the mobile apps, 
SAP BTP SDK for iOS was used to provide 
offline capabilities, push notifications, 
authentication, device registration, logging, and 
so on. Data from the apps integrates with 
SAP HANA® and the SAP Integrated Business 
Planning for Supply Chain solution. The Web 
app also integrates with the SAP ERP 
application for further processing and storage of 
data.

Figure: App Architecture at Royal Greenland A/S
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